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Abstract: A control design is presented for a cable driven parallel manipulator for performing a con-
trolled motion assistance of a human ankle. Requirements are discussed for a portable, comfortable,
and light-weight solution of a wearable device with an overall design with low-cost features and
user-oriented operation. The control system utilizes various operational and monitoring sensors to
drive the system and also obtain continuous feedback during motion to ensure an effective recovery.
This control system for CABLEankle device is designed for both active and passive rehabilitation to
facilitate the improvement in both joint mobility and surrounding muscle strength.

Keywords: cable-driven robots; control design; motion assistance

1. Introduction

The ankle is a complex joint that forms a kinematic linkage between the lower limb and
the foot, allowing day-to-day tasks. It is under high compressive and shear forces during
gait, but due to its structure, it functions with a high degree of stability [1–3]. Unfortunately,
this joint is very prone to acute and long-term injuries in physically active individuals.
Thus, there is a need for rehabilitation to ensure the injured joint returns to its complete
functionality [4–8].

Effective rehabilitation is a long process and also requires a qualified physiotherapist to
help bring back the joint mobility. Hence, in this regard, robotics has been involved in reha-
bilitation therapy to constantly monitor the patient and help in movement execution [9–11].
Most of the past robotic designs are based on a static platform design, where a non-portable
device requires the patient to keep his foot on a grounded platform (usually while sitting
down) to perform rehabilitation [12–21]. A similar design involves a mechanism driven
by pneumatic muscles to help exercise a single leg [22,23]. Most of such designs are not
only bulky, but also fixed to the ground. As such, patients are required to travel to the
hospital or facility where the rehabilitation device is installed despite a potential mobility
impairment [24].

To overcome this issue, cable-driven parallel robots (CDPR) were introduced into
the field of rehabilitation, owing to their lighter weight, safe nature, and better payload-
to-weight ratio [25]. Devices such as the ones developed by Aggogeri et al. [26] and Dai
et al. [27] adopted the CDPR models for leg and elbow rehabilitation. For the case of ankle
rehabilitation, a CDPR with a grounded base platform was proposed by Liu et al. [28]. A
portable CDPR solution for ankle motion assistance is the CABLEankle introduced in [29].

Previous work regarding CABLEankle [29] describes the working of the model along
with the necessary kinematics, static, and force closure analysis to evaluate the performance
based on parameter such as maximum cable tension, load on the ankle joint, and range of
motion. However, whereas previous work discusses the CABLEankle’s mechanical design,
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a control system design is needed to integrate the sensors and motors with proper motion
capabilities, which are required to perform a desired motion assistance by exerting forces
and tensions according to the requirements of different stages of rehabilitation. This is
usually achieved by developing three different operational modes, namely active training,
passive training, and assistive training. Preliminary work on such control schemes has
been presented in [30,31], but it is only applied to designs with a static platform, rather
than wearable ones.

Therefore, in this work, such a motion controller is developed to ensure the proper
functioning of a wearable ankle rehabilitation device. In this regard, this article is organized
as follows. After introducing the problem requirement, the working of the model, the
important equations, and results of CABLEankle from [27] are summarized. Section 4,
which explains in detail, including with simulations, the control system that is developed
as a solution to make the CABLEankle controllable and adapt to user requirements. In
Section 5, the results of the simulations report cable tensions and motor torques during
different rehabilitation modes, as well as motor input and platform orientation. Finally, the
discussion sums up the work performed and gives insights into future research directions.

2. Requirements and Problems

Rehabilitation is a very important and necessary component to fully heal an injured
joint/limb to ensure recovery of its functional abilities and range of motion. There are two
main types of rehabilitation—active and passive rehabilitation. In passive rehabilitation, an
external force is applied to move the injured joints/muscles to reduce the localized stiffness
and to also regain the range of motion. On the other hand, active rehabilitation requires the
patient to use their own muscles to work the injured joint to recover its functional ability,
endurance, and strength. Hence, there is a need for the design and development of more
sophisticated and flexible rehabilitation robots.

Problems in designing and operating a cable-driven system for motion assistance can
be identified along the lines of (i) mechanical design with proper features that can also
provide comfort to the wearer and (ii) control design for a user-oriented motion-controlled
operation. These design problems bring upon design requirements such as a lightweight
design with comfort operation, a user-oriented operation for user feedback, a flexible
controller that can switch between from active to passive rehabilitation modes and vice-
versa, limited power consumption for the duration of usage, and, finally, the necessary
safety conditions of design and operation. A complete control system considers all the
above-mentioned requirements in designing and operating the cable-driven robot with
proper limits and requirements that are adjustable as a function of the user.

Depending on the type of injury, the status of the patient and the recommendation
of a physiotherapist, both active and passive or either one of the rehabilitation modes
might be required. Hence, it is necessary to make both these modes available to the patient
to ensure their speedy and efficient recovery. In this regard, this work has developed
a motion controller for the CABLEankle that can accommodate both active and passive
rehabilitation modes. The control system has sensors for both monitoring and operation to
ensure that the rehabilitation process proceeds smoothly even in the absence of physiother-
apists. Additionally, the controller can both assist the motion by using the servomotors to
generate an external moment to drive the foot platform and generate an external moment
against the intended direction of motion to increase the strength and endurance of the joint.
The detailed solution to the problem statement along with the description of the motion
controller and the sensors used is provided in the following section.

3. CABLEankle, an Ankle Assisting Device
3.1. Mechanism Design of a Cable-Driven Assistive Device

The CABLEankle is a S-4SPS cable-driven parallel mechanism that functions as a
lightweight wearable robot for ankle rehabilitation [32,33]. The ankle joint has three main
motion modes—dorsiflexion/plantarflexion, abduction/adduction, and inversion/eversion.
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This device can accommodate the ankle joint motion along all the three motion modes
but within a limited range, as described in Table 1 [27]. Four cables are used to achieve
this triaxial motion, with the help of motors, according to the requirement of the patient.
The motors help orient the foot platform with respect to the stationary shank platform, as
shown in Figures 1 and 2, and help provide motion assistance or guidance to the user.

Table 1. Ranges of motion of the human ankle joint [1–3].

Motion Dorsiflexion Plantarflexion Abduction/Addjuction Inversion/Eversion

Range Limits 20 deg 50 deg +/−10 deg +/−12 deg
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Figure 2. CAD design of CABLEankle as in [27].

3.2. Kinematic Analysis

The CABLEankle device consists of two platforms, one at the base of the foot and the
other at the shank of the patient. They are fastened to the patient by means of straps and
can be considered as fixed to the patient’s leg. Their relative motion is here analysed by
assuming the shank platform as fixed, while the foot platform can orient itself relative to
the shank by varying the length of the cables connecting the two platforms. This relative
motion of the foot platform happens about the ankle joint, whose kinematic behavior can
be assumed to be a passive spherical joint with a restricted range of angular motion.

The shank platform is represented by a reference frame A contains Oxyz frame, while
the reference frame B of the foot platform is given by Ox’y’z’, as seen in Figure 3. The
relative motion of the foot platform with respect to the shank platform is a roll–pitch—yaw
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motion that can be expressed as ABR = Rz(α) Ry(φ) Rx(θ), where φ measures dorsiflex-
ion/plantarflexion, θ measures inversion/eversion, and α measures abduction/adduction.
During the motion, three assumptions are followed: (i) all cables are always under tension,
(ii) the points where the cable is attached to the platform act as spherical joints, and (iii) the
cables are considered to be prismatic joints with negligible axial deformation.
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The positions where the cables are attached can be generalized as Aai = (aix aiy aiz)
T

at the shank platform and Bbi = (bix biy biz)
T at the foot platform. Using the model in

Figure 3, the vectorial loop-closure equation for each cable can be written as

Ali =
ABRBbi − Aai (1)

where, li is the distance between the points Ai and Bi for the ith cable. The scalar product of
either side of the (1) is multiplied by itself, and the length of each cable is expressed as

li =
√

AaT
i

Aai +
BbT

i
Bbi − 2AaT

i
ABRBbi (2)

3.3. Static Analysis

Rehabilitation requires a smooth, slow, and controlled motion to ensure that minimal
stress or pain is experienced by the patient. Since this mechanism is designed to operate
with limited speed, inertial effects and dynamics can be neglected. Hence, a static analysis
can be adopted for performance evaluation.

When an external wrench defined by force Fext and moment Mext is applied to the foot
platform, static equilibrium is achieved through reactions such as tension T, reaction force
FR, and reaction moment MR, as shown in Figure 4.
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The equilibrium condition for translation in frame A can be expressed as

∑n
i=1 Ti + FR + Fext = 0 (3)

while the equilibrium condition for rotation is given by

∑n
i=1 bi × Ti + MR + Mext = 0 (4)

where Ti is the tension in the ith cable. The tension in each cable is expressed as the product
of it’s magnitude and cable unit vector as Ti = −Ti pi, where the actuation vector T is
defined as (T1 T2 T3 T4)T. Using this, Equations (3) and (4) can, respectively, be rewritten as

PT·T− FR = Fext (5)

and,
QT·T−MR = Mext (6)

where, PT = [p1 p2 p3 p4] and QT = [b1 × p1 . . . b4 × p4].
As discussed previously, since the ankle joint’s kinematic behavior is assumed to be

that of a spherical joint, rotational motion is not constrained within the limited range of
the ankle joint and hence the reaction moment MR is considered a null vector. Hence,
Equations (5) and (6) can be combined to represent the full equilibrium given by[

PT −I3
QT 03

](
T

FR

)
=

(
Fext
Mext

)
(7)

The operation problem can be characterized by solving the actuating torque as function
of a prescribed ankle motion in controlled assisted exercise.

4. Solution for Control Design Unit

A complete control system for CABLEankle would involve both position and force
control for achieving a desired position of the platform and a desired force and torque from
the motors based on user input. The flowchart of such a control system design is provided
in Figure 5. It is designed to incorporate two modes of rehabilitation, active and passive,
for the efficient recovery of the patient.
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Resistive mode and co-operative mode fall under the category of active rehabilitation.
In resistive mode, a resistive torque is applied by the motors forcing the user to apply
additional effort to move the platform. This mode causes a moment that opposes the force
exerted by the muscles. Hence, it is especially used for increasing the strength of the joint.
For the case of co-operative mode, any force exerted by the patient is understood as an
intention to perform the motion in that direction, and torque is applied to assist that motion.
On the other hand, passive mode rehabilitation is where only the motors perform all the
work required to move the leg rested on the platform and no muscular activity is involved
from the user’s side. These types of exercises are aimed at improving the flexibility of the
joint. There are two main subcategories of passive exercises, relaxed and forced passive
exercises. As noted earlier, joints have a set range of motion, and forced passive exercises
force the joint to move a little beyond the limited range. Here, relaxed passive exercises
that simply move the joint with the help of a motor are adopted since this work focuses on
functioning within the limited range.

The remaining blocks in the flowchart in Figure 5 represent sensors that can be divided
into two categories, namely, operation control and monitoring. Sensors such as motor
encoder, IMU, and cable-length and cable-tension sensors fall under operation control
sensors. They help to obtain information such as angular position/velocity, pose of the
platform, length of the cable measured in real-time, and tension values in the cables to
ensure they always satisfy the force-closure equation, respectively. In the other category are
the force sensors that are placed on the platform to measure the force exerted by the patient
and to determine the direction in which the user wants to rotate the platform. The EMG
sensor is used to monitor the muscle activity in the region and provide information on
the healing status of the ankle. Prior research in rehabilitation robotics has shown various
successful ways in which EMG sensors could be used to monitor the muscular activity
in the muscles surrounding the joint to measure the progress of the strength of the joint.
A blood pressure sensor is used to monitor the blood pressure levels in the ankle region
to monitor both for indicating patient reaction and patient safety since active exercises
can cause a pressure increase that could be either a good signal or harmful after an ankle
injury (e.g., avoid harmful increase in blood pressure in individuals with edema from the
ankle injury as pointed out in [34]). In addition, this sensor is used only in the case of
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active rehabilitation because, in general, the mean average pressure does not change during
passive rehabilitation.

In this work, a control framework is designed as in Figure 6 for passive and active-
resistive modes with cable length sensors and cable velocity sensors as per the control
feedback during dorsiflexion/plantarflexion. From the kinematic and static analysis in
Section 2, it can be noted that cable length influences the tension in the cables and the
load on the ankle and is also directly related to the flexion angle. Hence, it is chosen as
the primary control input to achieve position control of the foot platform during ankle
exercise. During the motion, errors could arise from physical inaccuracies in the mechanical
components that are due mainly to parameter identification and tolerance in construction
and assembly, and to deal with such scenarios, this framework is equipped with PID
controllers to ensure that the actual cable length and velocity values are close enough
to the desired values. Referring to Figure 6, the Inverse Kinematics block calculates the
cable lengths taking the flexion angle as the input by using formulation in Section 2 with
Equations (2) and (3). The Cable Velocity block outputs the cable velocities based on the
rate of ankle pose, which can be computed yet by using a formulation. The data necessary
to generate results for control design refer to the configuration in Table 2, with the design
parameters that have been obtained through an optimization procedure that considers
both design and path [33], and the control parameters tuned through Matlab Simulink.
When a velocity control is implemented, the PID controller thus operates as per Figure 6
according to

.
li(t) = Kpli,err(t) + Ki

∫
li,err(t)dt + Kd

dli,err(t)
dt

(8)

where
.
li represents the velocity of the ith cable (i.e., its length variation over time), li,err is

the difference between the current and desired cable configuration, Kp is the proportional
gain of the controller, Ki is the integral gain of the controller, and Kd is the derivative gain
of the controller. While this represents a way of controlling the proposed device, when
other sensors are included (e.g., EMG, blood pressure, and force), their inputs can be
implemented in the control scheme to better react to the patient’s behavior and improve
the rehabilitation therapy.
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Table 2. Parameters of performance evaluation for the control design.

Shank Platform (mm) Foot Platform (mm) Control Parameters

Aa1 = (20 30 50)T Bb1= (80 75 −40)T li ∈ [20 mm, 200 mm]
φ ∈ [−50◦, 20◦]

Aa2 = (−20 30 50)T Bb2 = (0 60 −40)T Kp = 0.1
Aa3 = (20 −30 50)T Bb3 = (10 60 −40)T Ki = 1

Aa4 = (−20 −30 50)T Bb4 = (90 60 −40)T Kp = 0.001

5. Performance Analysis

Based on the kinematic and static analysis performed in Section 2, the controller was
designed referring to the scheme in Figure 6. Using Equation (2), the length of each cable
can be computed for the simulated motion modes. The static analysis gives information
about the cable tensions and reaction forces. These values have been computed for different
inclinations of the mobile platform within the motion range of the ankle joint and for
different rehabilitation modes such as resistive and passive. For the passive rehabilitation
scenario, the cable tensions and motor torque are computed by assuming no external
wrench being applied on the foot except for its own mass of 1 Kg. For the active resistive
rehabilitation case, an external moment of 0.5 Nm is applied about the y-axis. The motor
torques for the ith motor was calculated by multiplying the tension of the ith cable by the
pulley diameter, which was assumed to be 0.02 m. The results of cable tensions and motor
torques during dorsiflexion/plantarflexion are provided in Figures 7 and 8.
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The developed PID controller ensures that the position of the platform always reaches
the desired inclination of the user by taking control variables such as cable length and
velocity as inputs. The kinematic and static analysis shows a direct relationship between
the control inputs and desired angle and rate of desired angle, respectively. Thus, it can be
implied that reducing the error in the above control inputs would help achieve the desired
flexion angle as well. Simulation has been carried out on a controlled operation for an
example of dorsiflexion/plantarflexion assisted motion from 0◦ to 40◦. Results are reported
in Figures 9–11 to characterize the designed control system for the device.
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In particular, plots representing the desired and actual cable length and velocity values
are shown in Figures 9 and 10. It can be noted that, with the proposed controller, the system
is able to achieve a stable behaviour, which closely follows the desired one, with a maximum
error of 2 mm throughout the full range of motion over dorsiflexion/plantarflexion exercises.

Apart from achieving the desired angle of inclination of the foot platform, it is equally
important to pay attention to the ankle load. The developed controller also provides
information about the force on the ankle, as illustrated in the results in Figure 11 for
the same exercise reported in Figures 9 and 10. The graph reports the results from two
different control modes: the upper line represents the forces in resistive mode, when the
user has to overcome an additional load from the rehabilitation device, while the lower line
characterizes functioning in passive mode, with the device fully supporting and controlling
the ankle of the patient throughout a rehabilitation exercise.

For the case of dorsiflexion/plantarflexion, it can be observed that, as the ankle moves
from 0◦ to−40◦, there is a visible increase in the load on the joint for both functioning modes.
This is expected, as the foot moves from its “resting” position to a more “uncomfortable”
one and thus requires effort to sustain the resulting bent position. For the passive control
mode, this increase goes from 2 N to less than 8 N, which is a safe value for an injured ankle
and can be used in early rehabilitation stages to avoid straining the joint further. Conversely,
the increase is steeper for the resistive mode, imposing a load up to 14 N, suggesting that
the ankle is being compelled to apply a force to counteract the resistive torque from the
cables and motors. This higher load is more suited to later stages of rehabilitation or
daily exercising.

When compared to the expected load for the ideal motion, which can be computed
with Equation (7), the load on the joint relative to the control simulation in Figures 9 and 10
presents a less smooth behaviour with local force peaks. Nevertheless, these fluctuations
are always within 1 N, and the overall load on the joint never reaches a critical threshold
throughout the whole rehabilitation exercise, thus validating the proposed control.
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6. Discussion

The results in Figures 7 and 8 show for the motion of dorsiflexion/plantarflexion
that the maximum cable tension values are less than 90 N for both passive and active
resistive rehabilitation cases. Thus, with an appropriate pulley design, the device can
operate without reaching the servo motor’s upper limit for the ankle’s whole range of
motion as planned in a full exercise [27].

Apart from the motor limits, the results in Figures 9 and 10 show the error between
the computed and desired cable length and velocity values that implies achieving position
control of the angle of inclination of the foot platform, which is necessary for the safe
operation with a patient. These values, upon being extended to find the load on the ankle
joint as reported in Figure 11, confirm the validity of both active and passive rehabilitation
modes. From these results, it can be noted that this solution satisfies the requirement
and solves the problems mentioned in Section 3. As such, the proposed robot can be
successfully used to perform rehabilitation for both early treatment of an injury (in passive
mode, thanks to the limited load imposed on the ankle in this more critical phase) and later
daily exercises (in resistive mode, when the added load helps the patient exercise ankle
muscles and recover full mobility and strength).

Even though the requirements have been met, advances can still be made to provide
a user with more flexibility and to equip the controller with more control parameters
for achieving improved monitoring and operation functionalities. The designed control
framework presented in this work considers only cable length and cable velocity. However,
as mentioned in the general design scheme in Section 4, future work could include utilizing
IMUs, force sensors, blood pressure sensors, and EMG sensors in order to build a more
complete controller. Typically, EMG sensors are used just for monitoring purposes, but it
would be interesting to utilize them along with the feedback loop to take in motor control
commands based on myoelectric signals and deliver them to the PID controller so that
the rehabilitation device could better react to the patient’s behaviour during therapy and
provide an overall better rehabilitation experience.

Overall, the control system introduced in this manuscript integrates previous hard-
ware with novel software capability and functionality, providing an adaptive control that
can evaluate and apply actuation forces and torques as required from different stages of
ankle rehabilitation and assistance while ensuring safe operation within the physical limits
of a patient. In particular, the proposed controller is able to assist users in both passive
and active exercise, by either controlling the load on the ankle, increasing it to a desired
value for strengthening exercises, or supporting and guiding ankle motion in earlier re-
habilitation phases. While the performance of the proposed system has been evaluated
through simulations, future works will focus on prototype development and experimental
validations on both healthy subjects and people with limited ankle mobility.
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